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This device utilizes a manual switching operation so please install the surface mount switch in an 
easily accessible location. 
Select TV mode to switch on the TV-Controller. Depending on the head unit, navigation may not 
function whilst the TV-Controller is on. Switch the TV-Controller to NP mode (normal position) to 
return to standard functionality. 

NO: 

TV-Controller Operating Instructions

Installation Instruction
Disassembly of the centre panel and various trim panels vary greatly according
to each vehicle. Please check with your motor vehicle dealer to obtain all
necessary instructions and take due care during installation so as no to damage
any parts.

１ Turn off engine and disconnect the battery negative terminal.

２ Remove all necessary panels and fasteners to allow access to the rear of the
navigation/display system.

３ From the rear of the navigation/display unit, locate the harness connector that looks
the same as the TV-Controller connector and disconnect it. 

4 Connect the disconnected vehicle harness connector to the male connector of the
TV-Controller. Connect the female connector of the TV-Controller to the navigation/display
unit. Repeat for all applicable connectors including GPS connector.
*The number and type of connectors will vary depending on type of TV-Controller.

5 Reconnect the battery negative terminal and conduct a test drive to confirm that monitor
 displays DVD, TV, DivX etc. while the vehicle is in motion.
*Ensure all cables and connectors are properly inserted and returned to their original
positions before conducting test drive.
*Test drive must be conducted with at least 2 people in the car.
*The passenger and not the driver must check that the monitor is displaying images
correctly whilst the vehicle is in motion.

6 In the event of a problem with the navigation/display system during a test drive, double
check that all connectors are correctly installed.

7 After confirming correct operation, use the provided double-sided tape to mount the
TV-Controller switch in a suitable location. Select a location that is easily accesible and
where it will not interfere with any other parts.
Return all disassembled parts to their original positions to complete the installation.

This product requires removal and re-installation of the navigation/display unit.

Switch in normal position (NP). TV/DVD cannot be viewed while vehicle is in
motion. Navigation system functions as normal. 

Switch in TV position. TV/DVD is displayed while vehicle is in motion.
Depending on vehicle, navigation system may also be unlocked while vehicle
in motion.
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*Disconnect negative terminal of battery prior to installation.
*Secure cables and wiring using good quality PVC insulating tape to
prevent possible damage.

Warranty Claims

Warning: Before Installing

Warning: Installation

Warning: Operation

TV-Controller Switch Installation

Connector Cable ON/OFF Switch

Modular CableDouble check that harness 
connectors and modular 
connectors are fully inserted 
until a "click" is heard. 

This product is designed for use by the passenger of the vehicle. Under no circumstance 
should the driver operate the navigation system whilst the vehicle is in motion. 

*Install TV-Controller harness and switch box where it will not interfere with operation of
the vehicle.
*Take due care not to damage interior trim, wiring or any other parts during installation.
Wearing of cotton work gloves or equivalent is recommended.
*Do not install in areas of high humidity, dust or  where it is likely to get wet.
*Beat-Sonic accepts no responsibility for damage, injuries, malfunctions, traffic law
infringements etc. caused as a result of using this product.

*This product carries a 1 year warranty from date of purchase.
*Ensure that proof of purchase is retained for all warranty claims.
*Before claiming warranty, please check harness and connectors are properly connected.
Improperly secured connectors account for almost all malfunctions.
*If after checking connections the fault still exists, please contact your Beat-Sonic
distributor or Beat-Sonic head office.
*Please provide proof of purchase and specific details of malfunction when claiming
warranty.
*Disassembly, modifications or any other changes to the product will render the warranty
void.
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※Backup camera and side cameras can be operated in conjuction with this device.
※This device is designed to allow viewing of the TV while the vehicle is in motion. On certain models of 
navigation systems however, this device will also override the navigation system lockout while the 
vehicle is in motion.

※Depending on the model of navigation system, an error may occur with the vehicle location while the 
TV-Controller is switched on. Operation will return to normal after the TV-Controller is switched off 
(N.P), however the navigation system may take a few moments to re-calibrate correct vehicle position. 
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Thank you for purchasing the Beat-Sonic TV-Controller. You have purchased 
from Japan`s leading supplier of car audio interface adapters. Designed and 
made in Japan, this product represents our commitment to excellence and quality 
in manufacturing. 
Please read this manual carefully prior to installing and using this product to 
ensure correct operation.

Display Unit 3. Disconnect from unit.

Electronic
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*rear diagram for illustration purpose only.
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https://www.carid.com/stereo-installation.html
https://www.carid.com/beat-sonic/

